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UMJ module K Cat.6 T568 B alpine white - RJ45 8(8) jack
J00029K0078

Telegärtner
J00029K0078
4018359345068 EAN/GTIN

33,84 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

UMJ module K Cat.6 T568 B alpine white J00029K0078 Jack design, connector type RJ45 8(8), category 6, suitable for stranded conductors, suitable for solid conductors,
color white, AWG range 22 ... 26, Cat.6A (ISO/IEC) according to IEC 60603-7-51, Cat.6A (ISO/IEC) re-embedded tested according to IEC 60512-27-100, link certification:
Class EA (ISO/IEC) according to ISO/IEC 11801, 10 Gigabit -Ethernet-compliant (IEEE 802.3an), contact overbending protection: >=750 mating cycles with RJ45/RJ11/RJ12
plugs, suitable for PoE+ according to IEEE 802.3at, with design-capable AMJ-S Up/0 flex module holder, can be combined with various covers Switch range manufacturer,
integrated cable clamp for cable diameters up to 9 mm, universal installation dimensions for mounting cutouts 19.3 x 14.7 mm, available worldwide, optically monitored testing
of the RJ45 contact heights, AMJ-S DD: with integrated protection against damage to the contacts by automatic Disconnecting the plug connection, suitable for 10 Gigabit
Ethernet (IEEE 802.3an), Class EA (ISO/I EC) 500 Permanent Link according to ISO/IEC 11801/EN 50173-1 (not Cat.5e and USB), Optically monitored testing of the RJ45
contact heights, unshielded, Universal installation dimensions for panel cutouts 19.3 x 14.7 mm available worldwide, Fully automatically produced Class EA (ISO/IEC) 500
RJ45 core for a consistently high quality standard (transmission values), tool-free connection technology, suitable for RJ45/11/12 plugs, UMJ module K Class EA (ISO/IEC) 500
T568B, installation dimensions : Z121
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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